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Brigitte Chevalier purchased a few parcels of lofty vineyards in 2006 in the northern reaches of the 
Faugères appellation, which give their name to three different wines reflecting terrain and grape 
variety. Les Bancèls, the name traditionally coined by the locals for high schist terraces on the 
Cévennes foothills, is a blend of east- and north-facing Syrah, north-facing Grenache and Mourvèdre, 
which Brigitte believes is particularly at home on her highest south-facing slopes. Felgaria is a barrel-
selection cuvée based on at least half of the latter variety plus the other two, with less Grenache in it. 
However, for those hardcore G-aficionados out there, she also makes another red called “Ex Arena” 
from 85% Grenache sourced from sandy pebbley deposits in a different spot. 
 

The estate has been converted over to organic winegrowing from the beginning with “official” status 
granted when the 2010s are released. Overall, on evidence of three vintages (see below), Brigitte‟s 
wines look very promising, even if a touch dear; well, for me anyway, and no more than many other 
small-production hand-crafted wineries. These five reds were sampled at the “Languedoc Millésimes” 
tastings in the region (21-25 March 2011), where I met and talked to Brigitte one evening. I‟ve used my 
„new‟ scoring system of one, two or three „ticks‟ (good, very good, fabulous); or just plain 1 to 3 here, if 
you get my drift. Euro prices are cellar door per bottle inc. taxes, added later so didn‟t influence my 
notes (if it makes any difference). 
 

Les Bancèls 2009 (50% Syrah, 25% Grenache, 25% Mourvèdre) - sweet cherry fruity nose with 
aromatic wild herbs, strawberry and peppery edges; solid grippy palate vs lovely fruit and nice 
rounded tannins. 1.5-2 €14 
 

Les Bancèls 2008 (similar blend) - similar nose, nicer fruit palate with maturing oily touches, 
peppery and black cherry; quite punchy/hot on finish vs firm vs bit of sweet & savoury. 1 €14 
 

Les Bancèls 2010 (cask/vat sample, will be the first certified organic vintage) - delicious black 
cherry/berry fruit with some earthy savoury edges, quite chunky palate and tannins but nice balance. 
Promising. 2 
 

Cuvée Felgaria 2009 (50% Mourvèdre, 35% Syrah, 15% Grenache) - wild herb and tobacco notes, 
lovely spicy fruit and intensity, nice rounded vs dry tannins and plenty of that peppery vs sweet fruit. 
Yum. 2-3 €30 
 

Cuvée Felgaria 2008 (similar blend of Mourvèdre, Syrah, Grenache) - lovely intricate nose, herby 
and minty even vs developing sweet & savoury fruit; subtle oak texture and choc vs cherry fruit, 
concentration and oomph vs elegance (although a tad hot in the end maybe). 2 €30 
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Languedoc: Faugères focus  

 

 
A load of old schist? 
 
French winegrowers/makers sometimes get rather excited about soil and its place at the root of wine 
appellations, although many of these are so large and sprawling with such a variation in/variety of soil 
types (especially across vast wine-lands like the Languedoc), that it can get a little too geological, 
tiresome even, to follow/swallow all that "terroir" talk narrowly focusing on this aspect alone. Ever 
read one of those not-very-helpful traditional back labels (you‟re lucky if there is one for a start) on a 
bottle of French wine? “…Clay, limestone, big pebbles, millions of years, Romans (aah!) blah blah…” 
What‟s it actually made from then (call me new-fashioned, but grape variety does impart some 
character to a wine, surely?) and, erm, taste like? Oh, that‟s a secret of the “terroir”… 
 
Anyway, Faugères, a relatively small wine region covering approx. 2000 hectares (5000 acres) lying 
to the north of Béziers, is fairly unique in this respect, as a sort-of "cru" appellation or „newly‟ coined 
and rather meaningless “Grand Vin du Languedoc,” as it's mapped out across an area largely 
dominated by schist soils. Hence, the Faugères appellation is neatly hemmed in by the villages of 
Cabrerolles (including the hamlets of Aigues Vives, La Liquière & Lenthéric) and Caussiniojouls to the 
west, Faugères itself in the north, Fos and Roquessels to the east and Laurens and Autignac in the 
south. 
 
Geologists aside, English speakers don‟t usually understand what you mean when you say “schist” - I 
guess as there isn‟t any in the UK or US, for example (could be wrong there but no desire at all to delve 
deeper)? In this Languedoc neck of the woods, the distinctive soil - can be quite big lumps of layered 
flaky „rock‟, looks a little like slate but much softer and crumblier as it‟s essentially a kind of compacted 
dried-out clay - is mostly brownish orange with grey/blue veins deeper down. Whereas the schist you 
see around Collioure and Banyuls-sur-mer, for instance, is often redder still and it‟s grey or black even 
in the northern Roussillon. They‟re well-schisted too in parts of Corsica, the Valais region of 
Switzerland and Priorat in Catalonia. Something to do with the formation and collapse of the Pyrenees, 
which once (100s of millions of years ago…) swept right across the Mediterranean and beyond. So I‟m 
told. 
 
Does all this really matter? Well, there is sometimes something distinctive about Faugères‟ wines, 
flavour and structure-wise, and the quality level is generally quite high. It also gives you an excuse to 
come and see their bold, beautiful and schist-laden wine-lands for yourself, with its spectacular vine-
contoured hillsides, especially around pretty Cabrerolles and Caussiniojouls. And the idea of bringing 
together a like-minded band of winegrowers, as they have done in the guise of a schisty association to 
promote themselves, sounds like a good one. More info on the Faugères wine trail, called “nature 
schiste” in French, and other wine & food events in the area at faugeres.com. By the way, interesting to 
note the number of wineries below that are organic or in the process of, which probably isn‟t a 
coincidence: if soil matters, don‟t kill it, as they say... 
 
This post is the first in a series of reports and winery profiles from five intensive days spent at the 
“Languedoc Millésimes” tastings in the region (21-25 March 2011), where I had the chance to taste 
mostly 2010, 2009 and 2008 vintages. As well as, more importantly and more fun, meet and talk to 
Faugères winemakers and try (drink/enjoy even; woops, not v. pc) some of their older wines too. I‟ve 
used my „new‟ scoring system of one, two or three „ticks‟ (good, very good, fabulous); or just plain 1 to 3 
here, if you get my drift. Euro prices are cellar door per bottle inc. taxes, added a week later so didn‟t 
influence my notes (if it makes any difference). 
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